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Introduction: The OTPN at Massachusetts General Hospital works to reduce barriers to 
care and implement tailored accommodations to improve patients with ASD/IDD access 
to and participation in healthcare.  A quality improvement project was conducted to 
understand the OTPN interventions perceived as valuable by the recipients of care.  
Theoretical Perspective and Evidence: Patients with ASD/IDD experience unmet 
healthcare needs and low patient satisfaction when accessing healthcare. Wagner’s 
Chronic Care Model was used as a framework to understand the factors that contribute to 
this problem. Current literature provides evidence-based strategies to improve the quality 
of care for patients with ASD when accessing healthcare services, but lacks descriptive 
evidence from the patient and caregiver perspective.   
Description of Project: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with three clients of 
the OTPN (one former patient with ASD and two parents of former patients). Using the 
phenomenological method, data was collected and analyzed to develop themes identified 
among participants.  A follow-up interview with the OTPN obtained the OT perspective 
that informed the interventions valued by project participants.  
 
 vi 
Results: Participants identified barriers to care prior to collaborating with the OTPN, as 
well as valued OTPN interventions that involved patient-centered anticipatory planning, 
advocacy, and coordination of care. The OTPN used her OT perspective to understand 
the intersection of the person, environment and occupation to inform interventions that 
improved the patient experience.  
Conclusion: Customized interventions provided by the OTPN were highly valued by 
previous clients and were perceived to improve their healthcare experience by addressing 
unique patient needs and preferences.    
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The Problem  
Patients with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other intellectual or 
developmental disabilities (IDD) experience unmet healthcare needs and low patient 
satisfaction when accessing healthcare services.  Interacting with the healthcare system as 
a person with ASD/ IDD presents a unique challenge to navigate for patients, caregivers, 
health care providers, and the hospital system.  Developmental disabilities encompass a 
group of conditions defined by impairment in learning, physical, language or behavior 
areas that typically impact the daily functioning of an individual (CDC, 2019).  
Intellectual and developmental disabilities usually last throughout an individual's 
lifetime.  Autism Spectrum Disorders, a group of developmental disorders, are often 
characterized by challenges in social skills, repetitive behaviors, restricted interests, 
speech and communication, as well as sensory processing difficulties (American 
Occupational Therapy Association [AOTA], 2020).  
It is estimated that 1 in 59 children have been identified with ASD in the United 
States of America, and 15% of children aged 3 to 17 have one or more developmental 
disabilities (CDC, 2018; CDC, 2019). Given the high, and increasing, amount of the 
population with ASD/ IDD, coupled with the complicated nature of the conditions, it is 
important that attention is focused on the issue involving this population's quality of and 






Consequences of the Problem on Individuals and Society 
There is clear evidence that both caregivers and patients with ASD report low 
satisfaction with health care experiences (Carbone et al., 2013; Kopecky et al., 2013; 
Russell & McCloskey, 2016).  Parents of children with ASD report feeling 
“overwhelmed” when managing all of their child’s healthcare requirements and being 
frustrated because there is not a “central place to go” or a “general manager” to assist 
them (Russel & McCloskey, 2015, p. 26).  Yet, families with children with ASD are less 
likely to report having service coordination or family-centered care, making them more 
likely to experience financial hardship, use healthcare more and have greater healthcare 
expenditures (Tregnago & Cheak-Zamora, 2012).  
Literature examining health care utilization and expenditures of people with ASD 
show that people with this disorder elicit high medical care burdens on both families and 
society (Lin, 2014).  When compared to the typically developing population, patients 
with ASD/ IDD have higher rates of co-occurring medical disorders, as well as higher 
rates of health care utilization (Bishop-Fitzpatrick & Kind, 2017; Davignon et al., 2014; 
Kopecky et al., 2013; Tregnago & Cheak-Zamora, 2012). Seventy percent of individuals 
with ASD have a co-occurring condition, and children with ASD and IDD experienced 
expenditures 2.7 times higher when compared to those with ASD and no concurrent 
conditions (Lin, 2014).  A systematic review of disparities in health care for individuals 
with ASD in the US found that compared to children without ASD, children with ASD 
have higher utilization rates of inpatient and outpatient services, emergency department 




healthcare utilization are congruent with trends at the capstone project site for this 
project. As of 2019, Massachusetts General Hospital experienced an increase in the 
number of inpatient admissions of pediatric and adult patients with autism, nearly 
doubling since 2008 (Turner, 2019).  
Even with high utilization of healthcare, a large health disparity still exists for 
people with ASD/ IDD who are prevented from accessing appropriate healthcare; it is 
estimated that 63% have unmet needs for specialty care services (Lucarelli et al., 
2018).  Compared to patients without autism, patients with autism experience 
significantly higher odds of unmet healthcare needs related to physical health, mental 
health, and prescription medication (Nicolaidis et al., 2012).  Parents and pediatricians 
have reported that children with ASD have unmet needs associated with medical and 
psychiatric conditions as well (Carbone et al., 2013).  Caregivers of children with ASD 
report less access to services, more difficulty with healthcare professionals, and more 
frequent delays in care than those without ASD (Tregnago & Cheak-Zamora, 2012). This 
evidence emphasizes the great need to address this health disparity in order to improve 
health care access and satisfaction of all hospitalized patients, regardless of ability.   
Role of OT  
Improving access to healthcare services can lead to important benefits for people 
with ASD/ IDD.  Occupational therapists are committed to promoting “health, well-
being, and participation in life through engagement in occupation” (AOTA, 2014, p. S2).  
Outcomes of OT services include, but are not limited to, health promotion, occupational 




this population (AOTA, 2014).  OT’s are equipped to improve access to and satisfaction 
of appropriate health care for people with ASD/DD by utilizing activity analysis and 
adaptation, client-centered planning and care coordination, and environmental adaptation.   
Improving the hospital experience for patients with ASD/ IDD, in order to access 
appropriate healthcare services, falls within the domain of occupational therapy practice. 
According to AOTA, OT’s consult and collaborate with others, including health team 
members, and advocate for modifications and accommodations that support community 
inclusion (AOTA, 2018).  OT’s collaborate with other healthcare providers on the 
modifications necessary to better support their clients with ASD/ IDD. OT’s also have a 
role in health care reform; by “focusing on wellness, managing chronic disease, 
improving function, and supporting independence; occupational therapy practitioners can 
help the interprofessional primary care team improve outcomes while decreasing costs” 
(AOTA, 2019). By using their unique skillset, occupational therapists address barriers 
that limit access to and satisfaction with quality healthcare services for people with ASD/ 
IDD. 
Policy Related to Patient Navigation 
Health and patient navigation have received minimal recognition on a national 
level, illuminating a gap in policy.  In 2005, Congress passed the Patient Navigator 
Outreach and Chronic Disease Prevention Act (Public Law 109 – 18) that created Section 
340A of the Public Health Service Act. This policy was later amended by the Affordable 
Care Act (Public Law 111 – 148, Section 3510) (Department of Health and Human 




authorized a grant program to develop and implement patient navigator services to 
improve health care outcomes for people with cancer and other chronic diseases, 
specifically within health disparity populations. Initial funding for the grant program 
began in 2008, was reauthorized through the ACA, and then ended in August 2012 
(HRSA, 2015).  The ACA’s reauthorization of this grant program was part of a 
framework for federal community-based prevention activities to focus on preventable and 
modifiable risk factors for disease (Congressional Research Service, 2011).  
Since there is minimal legislation and policy related to patient navigation for 
people with ASD/DD (only one reference to patient navigation is made in the ACA in 
Section 3510), there is not one key “policy” impacting this project.  Yet, the goal of the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) drives and supports this project focused on patient 
navigation.  The ACA has created the need to ensure affordable, quality healthcare, 
which reflects the aims of the patient navigator role. Despite the lack of reimbursement 
for patient navigation services, hospitals generally offer navigator services to patients at 
no cost because it is expected that navigators pay for themselves by lowering the overall 
cost of care and improving patient outcomes (Mailloux & Halesey, 2018).  Thus, the 
objective of the ACA supports the premise of a capstone project that identifies support 
and satisfaction in healthcare for patients with ASD/IDD.     
Theoretical Model of the Problem  
Theoretical lens: Wagner’s Chronic Care Model (CCM) suggests that positive 




for patients with chronic illnesses and disorders. The model states that these patient-
provider interactions are influenced by the organization of the health care system and 
community in which they occur. Changes made to the healthcare system can enhance the 
development of informed patients and prepared provider teams, which leads to more 
productive healthcare interactions and better patient outcomes (Davignon et al., 2014). 
Although this theory focuses on chronic illness, the CCM has a broad definition of the 
populations this model can be applied to. The CCM can be used to any condition that 
requires ongoing activities and response from patients, their personal caregivers, and the 
medical care system (Wagner, 2004). This theoretical lens was, in part, chosen to 
understand the problem because patients with ASD/IDD require ongoing access to 
healthcare and the medical system. Wagner’s Chronic Care Model is used as a 
framework to understand the factors that contribute to unmet healthcare needs and low 
satisfaction in health care services that people with ASD/IDD experience (see Figure 
1).  By examining the health system, decision support for providers, and patient-provider 
interaction, one can understand what aspects of hospital system contribute to the issue of 





Figure 1. Model of Barriers Contributing to Healthcare Experiences of People with ASD/ 
IDD  
Decision support: Decision support, defined by Wagner (2004), explains that 
treatment decisions need to be grounded in up-to-date evidence to promote clinical care 




knowledge when interacting with patients with ASD leads to unproductive clinical 
interactions between patients and providers. Bruder and colleagues (2012) report that 
over half of a sampled group of physicians did not receive any training specific to caring 
for patients with ASD, and 67% of practitioners would like more training. Qualitative 
studies examining physician perspectives show that their knowledge and skills are poor 
and insufficient for providing appropriate care to patients with ASD/IDD (Bruder et al., 
2012; Ghaderi & Watson, 2019; Warfield et al., 2015; Zerbo et al., 2015). Parents of 
children with ASD also report that hospital staff members often lack knowledge about 
effective ways to support patients with ASD and their families (Nicholas et al., 2016; 
Russell & McCloskey, 2015). This lack of skills and knowledge was reported to lead 
directly to unproductive patient-provider interactions. Morris and colleagues (2019) 
conducted a scoping literature review and found that limited provider knowledge related 
to caring for patients with ASD negatively impacted service provisions in all 27 
studies.  Using parent report measures, Davignon and colleagues documented that health 
care providers often have a limited understanding of behavioral strategies to improve 
interactions with their patients with ASD and engaged in rushed and escalated 
interactions. One parent stated, “it just seems like many providers are not trained in how 
to make accommodations for special needs children” (Davignon et al., 2014, p. 211).  A 
patient with ASD explains that “I have the distinct impression that all of the physicians I 
have seen have no clue what autism means or entails or how that should change how they 




Health system: According to the CCM, the health system needs to create culture, 
organization, and mechanisms that promote safe and high-quality care (Wagner, 
2004).  This includes studying mistakes that cause care problems and making appropriate 
changes to the health system.  The next predictor in this model, sensory barriers, is one of 
these health system mistakes, and it directly influences patient behavior. The sensory 
overloading environment of the hospital (i.e. waiting rooms, loud noises, shared spaces) 
leads to more challenging patient responses, which then causes unproductive patient-
provider interactions. Providers have noted that the physical environment of the hospital 
is not appropriately designed for people with ASD, explaining that it is sensory 
overloading even for the general population (Warfield et al., 2015). People with autism 
have a statistically higher level of sensory sensitivities compared to people with other 
disabilities and typically functioning people (Raymaker et al., 2017).  Patients with ASD 
express processing difficulties across sensory experiences in the hospital like touch (i.e. 
for examination), sound (i.e. beeping machines), smell (i.e. unfamiliar hospital smells), 
and sight (i.e. bright overhead lights) (Muskat et al., 2015; Nicholas et al., 2016). For 
example, a patient with ASD reports that the bright light and white walls of the hospital 
rooms disorients her to the point that she is unable to share her medical concerns with her 
doctor (Nicolaidis et al., 2015). Parents and providers have reported that sensory 
overload in the environment is associated with patient unrest, tantrums and heightened 
anxiety (Davignon et al., 2014; Kopecky et al., 2013; Scarpinato et al., 2010).   
Challenging responses: A literature review by Johnson and Rodriguez (2013) 




responses explained above, resulting in temper tantrums, aggression, and behavioral 
outbursts. Scarpinato et al. (2010) also mentions that blow-ups or tantrums can stem from 
sensory overload. For example, one provider described a patient who experienced 
sensory overload in a waiting room and subsequently behaved aggressively by punching 
another patient in the face (Warfield et al., 2015).  These escalated responses of patients 
with ASD are reported to cause stress on caregivers and the interprofessional health team 
and limit the quality of patient-provider interactions and evaluations (Davignon et al., 
2014; Nicholas et al., 2016; Nicolaidis et al., 2015; Whittling et al., 2018).  In one study, 
one-third of patients with autism reported that the distress caused by sensory barriers 
lowered their ability to communicate and lowered their capacity to tolerate exams and 
tests as compared to the “non-autistic non-disabled” group and the “non-autistic 
individuals with disabilities” group (Raymaker et al., 2017). Therefore, the challenging 
patient responses to sensory barriers in the acute care environment directly lowers 
productivity of patient-provider interactions.   
Patient- provider interactions: These unproductive patient-provider interactions 
lead to unmet healthcare needs and low patient satisfaction for people with 
ASD/IDD.  Unproductive interactions can come in many forms between patient and 
provider.  Examples include non-compliance with provider requests, lack of clear 
communication, feeling ignored, and provider impatience (Johnson & Rodriguez, 2013; 
Russell & McCloskey, 2016).  In one study, when compared to typically developing 
patients, patients with autism had significantly lower scores on every item related to 




analysis to show that adults with autism had significantly higher odds of unmet 
healthcare needs related to physical health, mental health, and prescription medications 
(Nicolaidis et al., 2012).  Although causal inference cannot be drawn due to the cross-
sectional design of this study, Wagner’s CCM supports the study’s concept that poor 
patient-provider interaction leads to lower functional and clinical outcomes (Wagner, 
1998).  
In regards to care provided by their child’s PCP, parents of children with ASD 
report less satisfaction with health services (Russell & McCloskey, 2016).  Another study 
showed that what differentiated positive and negative healthcare experiences for patients 
with ASD/DD almost always related to the interaction of patients and providers within a 
system (Nicolaidis et al., 2015).  A study by Whittling et al. (2018) showed that when a 
coping plan was implemented to target how staff interacted with patients with ASD/DD 
before and after surgery, patient satisfaction increased.  These results, along with 
Wagner’s connection between patient-provider interactions and clinical outcomes, 
suggest that the interactions between patients and providers directly impacts the level of 
patient satisfaction.  
Strengths: Although Wagner’s theory has not yet been extensively applied to the 
ASD population, two studies make a link between the CCM and treating patients with 
ASD.  Davignon et al. (2014) used the CCM as a conceptual framework to understand 
patient and provider perspectives on procedural care for children with ASD.  Broder-
Fingert and colleagues (2018) used the CCM to inform their intervention of utilizing 




studies provide examples of how the CCM can be applied to the ASD population.   
The literature used to inform this theoretical model displayed strengths in their 
qualitative methodology.  Triangulation was used across many studies, which increases 
credibility and trustworthiness by strengthening interpretations.  Nicolaidis et al. (2012), 
Nicolaidis et al. (2015), and Raymaker et al. (2017) all used triangulation of sources 
through a community-based participatory research team who served as equal partners 
through all stages of research in order to consider different perspectives. The team 
included a physician, health services researcher, parent of child with ASD, people with 
ASD, and academic personnel. Credibility was also established through triangulation of 
researchers, as many studies utilized a team of researchers to ensure different 
perspectives were accounted for in thematic coding and data analysis (Davignon et al., 
2014; Nicholas et al., 2016; Russell & McCloskey, 2015).  The articles that support this 
model have auditability in regards to data analysis.  Researcher’s descriptions of their 
decision trails are clear and their processes of analyzing the data are described 
sufficiently, which increases the dependability of the results (Davignon et al., 2014; 
Nicholas et al., 2016; Nicolaidis et al., 2012; Russell & McCloskey, 2015; Warfield et 
al., 2015).  Lastly, Davignon et al. (2014) and Russell and McCloskey (2015) utilized 
strong sampling techniques by sampling participants until thematic saturation occurred.  
Both studies sampled participants until no new information was being identified 
(redundancy), which increases confidence that the results are a true representation of how 




Limitations: A weakness of this body of literature was that many studies used 
relatively small sample sizes of between 10 – 39 participants (Davignon et al., 2014; 
Nicholas et al., 2016; Nicolaidis et al., 2015; Russell & McCloskey, 2015; Warfield et 
al., 2015).  These small sample sizes decrease confidence that the studies could detect 
differences in the themes of the interviews.  Another major weakness of some of the 
literature was the study design.  Some qualitative studies aimed to understand the patients 
experience in the hospital, but then required the participants to communicate in verbal or 
written English, or required proxy perceptions conveyed by parents (Nicholas et al., 
2016; Nicolaidis et al., 2015).  By limiting the participants’ communication options, these 
studies missed opportunities to gather deeper information from the patients’ point of 
view. One study even claimed “patient experience” in the title, yet did not directly 
interview patients with ASD/ DD (Muskat et al., 2015). Although parent and caregiver 
perspectives are important and valuable, these study designs limit the amount and quality 
of patient perspectives and experiences, as the results are not truly first-hand accounts 
from the population.  Another weakness in some of the literature was the retrospective 
design of the studies.  Many studies asked participants to explain healthcare experiences 
that occurred in the past; most studies did not share the time frame between the 
healthcare event and participation in the study, and one group of researchers reported that 
hospital procedures could have occurred up to two years before the interview (Davignon 
et al., 2014; Muskat et al., 2015; Nicolaidis et al., 2015).  This gap in time between the 
experience and the interview could have created recall bias in the participants, since their 




Lastly, it is worth noting that results from the key studies may not be generalizable to the 
capstone setting at MGH.  A majority of the participants in this body of literature were 
non-Hispanic white, high SES, and well -educated (Davignon et al., 2014; Nicholas et al., 
2016; Nicolaidis et al., 2012; Nicolaidis et al., 2015). Although participants shared the 
common thread of having or caring for someone with ASD/IDD, their demographics may 




CHAPTER TWO: SYNTHESIS OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction to Synthesis of Literature 
As previously stated, people with autism spectrum disorder and intellectual or 
developmental disabilities (ASD/IDD) have limited access to healthcare services and 
negative experiences in healthcare settings. In response, practitioners across a variety of 
settings have implemented interventions designed to improve healthcare access and the 
healthcare experience for this population. Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) has a 
Healthcare Inclusion Program, which utilizes a Patient Navigator for Autism and 
Developmental Disorders to serve and advocate for patients that experience unique 
challenges in medical settings. This program provides a range of interventions including, 
but not limited to, coordination of services, distribution of resources and education, 
development of patient accommodation care plans and communication tools, as well as 
physical, behavioral and environmental support during patient stays.  A current review of 
literature on the effectiveness of interventions for people with ASD/IDD highlights the 
need to understand the lived experience of patients and caregivers who have received 
services to improve access and quality of healthcare. 
Current Interventions to Address the Limited Access to Healthcare Services and Negative 
Experiences in Healthcare Settings for People with ASD/IDD 
Practitioners have implemented a variety of interventions designed to improve the 
experience of and access to healthcare for patients with ASD.  Eleven peer-reviewed 
research articles describe intervention features or approaches that are similar to the 




Developmental Disorders program.  Many of these interventions take a comprehensive 
approach to care, similar to the overall approach utilized in the MGH Patient Navigator 
for Autism and Developmental Disorders program.  Eight of the studies evaluate 
interventions that create a care plan or pathway to improve care and/or access to services 
for children with ASD, which reflects the approach to care at MGH.  A main tenant of 
care in this care plan approach is to collaboratively create individualized care plans for 
patients with ASD. The care plan is based on collaborative efforts between families and 
the healthcare multidisciplinary team prior to the patient’s actual visit to the medical 
setting (Broder-Fingert et al., 2016; Broder-Fingert et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2016; 
Kuriakose et al., 2018; Swartz et al., 2017; Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard, 2014; 
Wittling et al., 2018).  This team planning with families included a pre-visit phone 
interview in order to understand the unique needs of the patient to plan accommodations  
(Swartz et al., 2017; Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard, 2014; Wittling et al., 2018) or a pre-
visit survey of patients' specific needs (Broder-Fingert et al., 2016; Kennedy et al., 2016; 
Kuriakose et al., 2018). 
  To supplement the pre-visit planning, each of these programs also included 
additional intervention components to improve care. Many authors describe additional 
interventions to educate healthcare staff about ASD and how to provide better care for 
patients with ASD (Kennedy et al., 2016; Kuriakose et al., 2018; Selick et al., 2018; 
Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard, 2014; Wittling et al., 2018).  Some of the educational 
interventions included toolkits containing pragmatic resources such as communication 




(Kennedy et al., 2016; Kuriakose et al., 2018; Swartz et al., 2017; Thompson & Tielsch-
Goddard, 2014; Wittling et al., 2018). Other interventions focused on environmental 
adjustments to adapt the medical setting to meet the particular needs of patients with 
ASD (Kennedy et al., 2016; Swartz et al., 2017; Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard, 2014; 
Wittling et al., 2018).  Overall, these interventions incorporated multiple approaches into 
creating a dynamic care plan to improve the healthcare experience for patients with ASD, 
their caregivers and healthcare providers. 
 Researchers of care plan interventions have reported positive outcomes, 
regarding both the hospital experience of the patient from the caregivers’ perspective and 
the experience of treating patients with ASD/IDD from the healthcare providers’ 
perspective. Each study that measured caregiver and staff satisfaction with interventions 
reported positive results; varying from percent of participants satisfied with intervention 
to percent of caregivers reporting improvement of their healthcare experience (Broder-
Fingert et al., 2016; Kennedy et al., 2016; Swartz et al., 2017; Wittling et al., 2018). For 
example, Broder-Fingert and colleagues (2016) studied Autism-Specific Care Plans 
(ACP) during hospital admission and documented that 88% of parents who used the ACP 
reported that the plan “definitely” improved their hospital experience compared to not 
having an ACP.  In another study of Behavioral Coping Plans, Wittling and colleagues 
(2018) found that overall satisfaction of randomly selected surgical patients (including 
people with and without ASD) rose from 88% to 90% within the first 6 months of 
implementation, and increased from 90% to 90.5% satisfaction one year later.  




with perioperative care plans for their children with ASD.  Twenty-four family members 
participated in a postoperative phone call (56% of all study participants) to evaluate 
program outcomes. All 24 interview participants voiced positive responses about the care 
their child received, with themes of parents stating that the individualize care was 
“pleasantly surprising” and demonstrated that the facility cared about their child’s 
specific needs (Thompson and Tielsch-Goddard’s, pg. 401, 2014).  
In addition to increased satisfaction among caregivers of people with ASD and 
healthcare staff, these robust care plan interventions also benefit hospitals.  Providing 
individualized care and guidance to patients with ASD decreased sedation rates and the 
use of crisis interventions, such as the number of holds and restraints required during an 
inpatient stay (Kuriakose et al., 2018).  These positive findings approached, but did not 
reach, statistical significance (Kuriakose et al., 2018).  However, the impact of patient 
length of stay (LOS) was mixed; Kuriakose et al. (2018) reported a decrease in LOS by 
40%, while Broder-Fingert et al. (2016) reported no difference in length of stay between 
patients who received an autism care plan and those who did not.  This difference in LOS 
findings could be due to the breadth of the interventions provided. Broder-Fingert and 
colleagues (2016) intervention focused solely on implementing an individualized care 
plan in each patient’s EMR.  Kuriakose and colleagues (2018) implemented multiple 
intervention components including four 45-minute modular staff trainings, a toolkit with 
educational resources (i.e. visual schedules, communication cards), and an individualized 
ASD-specific tip sheet filled out by caregivers to facilitate better and more consistent 




In contrast to the studies focused on comprehensive care plan interventions, four 
studies focused on one specific intervention approach.  These approaches include picture 
schedules depicting chronological details of upcoming medical activities, a coping kit, an 
educational module for staff to improve preparedness to care for children with ASD, and 
an autism navigator to provide resources and guidance to families with young children 
with ASD (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Drake et al., 2012; Lucarelli et al., 2018; Roth et al., 
2016).  The coping kit implemented by Drake and colleagues (2012) included 
communication cards, toys for distraction, a social script about being in the hospital, 
paper and a pencil, and thera-tubing for playing with or chewing on. The educational 
module by Lucarelli et al. (2018), differs from previously mentioned education, in that 
the intervention was a stand-alone training process for hospital staff that was not 
performed in conjunction with other interventions, like a care plan or toolkits. This 
multimodal education intervention was designed to increase healthcare professionals’ 
knowledge of strategies and comfort level in working with children with ASD. Overall, 
health care staff demonstrated positive outcomes and perceptions of these interventions.  
Three unique interventions including the coping kit, educational initiative, and use of 
picture schedules resulted in improvement of staff communication and comfort when 
engaging with a patient with ASD (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Drake et al., 2012; Lucarelli et 
al., 2018).  Picture schedules and coping kits were positively correlated with a decrease in 
anxious behaviors in children with ASD, which may be an indicator of a more positive 
healthcare experience (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Drake et al., 2012).  Increased access to 




of these unique interventions was noted (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Drake et al., 2012; Roth 
et al., 2016). Collectively, the findings of these studies suggest that these interventions 
can improve the health care experience for people with ASD. 
Use of Quantitative Outcome Measures 
Although these studies describe and evaluate evidence-based practices that mirror 
those of the MGH Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders, the 
current literature overwhelmingly utilizes quantitative outcome measures to demonstrate 
program effectiveness.  Researchers of three of the studies analyzed healthcare visit 
statistics abstracted from medical records and chart review (Broder-Fingert et al., 2018; 
Kuriakose et al., 2018; Swartz et al., 2017).  For example, Broder-Fingert et al. (2018) 
measured effectiveness of patient navigation in number of days from date of diagnosis to 
receipt of services, while Kuriakose et al. (2018) measured effectiveness of an ASD Care 
Pathway by length of admission and number of holds/ restraints required.  Although these 
measures are important to understand, they do not describe the experience of the patient 
and/or caregiver when receiving services focused on improving their care. Two of these 
studies did include measures of caregiver satisfaction; one being a categorical and 
quantifiable satisfaction questionnaire, and the other simply stated that 98% of caregivers 
were satisfied based on comments obtained during routine post-op telephone calls made 
by a surgical nurse (Broder-Fingert et al., 2018; Swartz et al., 2017).  Although these 
measures show that the patient/ caregiver perspective was considered, the findings do not 
provide a detailed description about the experience for caregivers and people with ASD. 




effectiveness.  Two of the research teams collected survey information from both 
caregivers and healthcare staff (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Whittling 2018).  Others collected 
outcome data solely from the caregiver (Broder-Fingert et al., 2016; Kennedy et al., 
2016; Roth et al., 2016) or the healthcare staff (Drake et al., 2012; Lucarelli et al., 2018).  
None of the researchers surveyed patients to elicit their perspective on the healthcare 
experience.  Given that the Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders is 
focused on advocating for and supporting the well-being of people with ASD, it is 
surprising that the perspective of people living with ASD/IDD is missing from the 
intervention effectiveness literature.  In order to understand better the healthcare 
experience of people with ASD, we need to strive to understand their perspective. 
Disability rights activists embraced the slogan, “nothing about us without us”.  That is, 
involving people with disabilities in research is critical to produce knowledge that 
benefits their lives. 
         A strength of using surveys with caregivers and healthcare personnel to assess 
intervention effectiveness is the ease in which they can be completed. These surveys were 
conducted online (Drake et al., 2012; Lucarelli et al., 2018; Wittling et al., 2018), by mail 
(Broder-Fingert et al., 2016), or in person/ via telephone call (Chebuhar et al., 2013; 
Kennedy et al., 2016; Roth et al., 2016).  The questionnaire approach to program 
evaluation allowed for participants to complete the assessment quickly, with some 
surveys taking only 5-10 minutes to complete (Drake et al., 2012; Lucarelli et al., 2018).  
This approach is an effective way to quickly receive feedback on an intervention, 




the time to complete a lengthy battery of assessments. 
The use of surveys provides quantitative evidence of the constructs that the 
researchers are measuring. It is important to note that all surveys focused on different 
constructs, and some were not validated before use (Broder-Fingert et al., 2016; Drake et 
al., 2016). Many of the research studies used Likert scales for recipients to answer 
program effectiveness questions (Chebuhar et al., 2013; Lucarelli et al., 2018; Roth et al., 
2016; Wittling et al., 2018).  By using Likert scales, researchers are able to assign a 
quantitative value to the responses. Although this quantification improves the 
researcher’s ability to statistically evaluate an intervention, it restricts opportunities to 
learn about the participants' unique and individual lived experiences.  Data from surveys 
also enables quantitative comparison between points in time or groups. Two studies 
measuring survey responses before and after intervention, compared to other surveys only 
collecting data post-intervention, were used to document improvement in attitudes, time 
management, comfort level, perceived knowledge and self-reported behaviors of hospital 
personnel working with patients with ASD (Lucarelli et al., 2018; Wittling et al., 2018).  
The survey comparing two groups, one that received a care plan intervention and one that 
did not, was able to show statistically significant improvement in their measured 
outcomes (Broder-Fingert et at., 2016).   
         While this data supports evidence-based practice in improving access and care for 
people with ASD, it is also important to consider the participants' perspectives of 
receiving interventions.  Surveys do not always provide recipients with opportunity to 





Use of Qualitative Outcome Measures 
         Contrary to the majority of literature reviewed, two research teams measured 
program effectiveness with qualitative interviews (Selick et al., 2018; Thompson & 
Tielsch-Goddard, 2014). While Selick et al. (2018) focused on staff perspectives on 
implementation of a structured change process to care for adults with IDD, Thompson & 
Tielsch-Goddard (2014) focused on the experience of caregivers of patients with ASD in 
receiving personalized interventions to optimize perioperative care.  Although they 
focused on different groups of stakeholders, both research teams relied upon the 
interview data with the goal of improving quality care for patients with ASD/ IDD.   
They designed their interviews based on current literature (Selick et al., 2018; Thompson 
& Tielsch-Goddard, 2014).  By grounding their interview questions in previous research, 
we can be more confident that the information collected was relevant to the needs of 
caregivers and healthcare staff. 
         Both of these research teams analyzed themes from participants' responses and 
sorted the collected data into categories (Selick et al., 2018; Thompson & Tielsch-
Goddard, 2014).  A team discussion between investigators increases confidence in the 
credibility of data interpretation because themes were determined by more than one 
individual, as different perspectives and interpretations were considered and agreed upon.  
This triangulation effort by researchers increases the trustworthiness of their findings, 
therefore improving the overall rigor of the qualitative studies. Each study categorized 




Goddard, 2014).  By categorizing the findings into domains, researchers help to make the 
information more organized, and accessible for dissemination. 
         Selick et al. (2018) provided quotes from interviews to illustrate findings, which 
enhanced their dissemination.  The combination of categorizing interview responses into 
themes and supporting their interpretations with relevant excerpts enhances readers' 
understanding of the participants’ perspectives and lived-experience. Though the Selick 
et al. study was able to provide specific insight on healthcare providers’ perceptions 
through quotes and excerpts, limitations exist in other research when reporting patient 
and caregiver perspectives.  For example, even though Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard 
(2014) coded their interview data into emergent domains (i.e. “child and parent feelings” 
and “experiences during their recent surgery experience”), limited descriptions of each 
theme were provided and findings were not supported with specific examples of 
caregivers’ experiences.  Both of these studies emphasize the need for future research of 
program effectiveness to focus on the perspectives and experiences of patients and 
caregivers of people with ASD/IDD, in order to understand what features of interventions 
are valued and meaningful to the recipients of care. 
Additional Gaps in the Literature 
In synthesizing the current literature on program effectiveness of interventions 
designed to improve care and increase access to healthcare for people with ASD/IDD, 
additional limitations were identified.  Current research does not address the distinct 
value of occupational therapists working in patient navigation (Broder-Fingert et al., 




2018; Roth et al., 2016; Selick et al., 2018; Swartz et al., 2017; Thompson & Tielsch-
Goddard, 2014; Wittling et al., 2018). Only one study, Broder-Fingert et al. (2016), 
utilized occupational therapists on an interprofessional team to discuss strategies for 
improving care of children with ASD during hospital visits. The lack of an occupational 
therapy perspective in this body of literature highlights a gap of knowledge in 
understanding the role of an occupational therapist as a patient navigator. A study 
focused on the experience of receiving care from an OT Patient Navigator may lead to a 
greater understanding of what is valued and meaningful for people with ASD/IDD and 
their caregivers when accessing healthcare. 
Additionally, the majority of the research is focused on patients and caregivers of 
people with ASD specifically.  Although two studies critiqued interventions for people 
with ASD and/or people with intellectual and developmental disabilities (Drake et al., 
2012; Selick et al. 2018) most of the quality assurance or intervention effectiveness 
studies limited participants to those solely with ASD (Broder-Fingert et al., 2016; Broder-
Fingert et al., 2018; Chebuhar et al., 2013; Drake et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2016; 
Kuriakose et al., 2018; Lucarelli et al., 2018; Roth et al., 2016; Swartz et al., 2017; 
Thompson & Tielsch-Goddard, 2014; Wittling et al., 2018). Understanding the impact of 
interventions to improve care for people with a wider range of disorders would be 
beneficial, given that people with a range of developmental and intellectual disabilities 





Implications for Future Research 
         The state of the current research to address healthcare experiences of patients with 
ASD/ IDD provides an emerging foundation of information that can be built upon.  The 
negative experiences of adults with ASD/DD receiving care is well documented (refer to 
Chapter 1). However, this evidence does not include their perspectives after receiving an 
individualized intervention created to improve their hospital experience.  The current 
intervention studies provide evidence-based strategies to improve the quality of care for 
patients with ASD when accessing health care services, but lack descriptive evidence 
from the patient and caregiver perspective.  Gaps in the literature highlight the need to 
understand the first-hand experiences of patients and their caregivers who have received 
interventions to improve their hospital experience and increase their healthcare access.  
Beyond simply knowing if caregivers were satisfied with a care plan intervention, it is 
important to understand which aspects of intervention and patient navigation were 
viewed as effective and valuable.  In order to understand these perspectives, it is 
important to gather information from all people involved in the care plan process, 
including the patient with ASD/IDD, the caregiver, and the provider implementing the 
interventions (i.e. the Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders).  
Obtaining this information in a format where each stakeholder can freely express their 
lived experience can provide valuable information on the effectiveness of interventions 
provided by the OT Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders.  Further, 
this information could be used to document how an occupational therapy perspective, 








CHAPTER THREE: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Project Aims 
The MGH Healthcare Inclusion Program for Developmental Disorders (HIP) 
functions to serve and advocate for individuals with autism spectrum disorder and 
individuals with intellectual and developmental disorders.  The following explains the 
MGH HIP vision: 
Our vision is to support individuals with intellectual and developmental 
disorders so that they participate meaningfully in their healthcare.  We aim 
to provide individualized care through consideration of a person’s abilities 
and capacity, while also establishing sustainable systems through 
examination and adaptation of physical, social and attitudinal 
environmental factors. (Lipkis-Orlando et al., 2019, p. 2)                  
Through the HIP, the role of Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders 
supports individuals throughout their healthcare experiences at MGH.  The current 
patient navigator, Karen Turner, is an advanced practice occupational therapy patient 
navigator (OTPN). She uses her occupational therapy expertise to improve the healthcare 
experience for patients with ASD and IDD.  
Yet, current research on interventions to improve healthcare for people with 
ASD/IDD reveals that there is a lack of descriptive evidence from the patient and 
caregiver perspectives regarding their experience receiving care.  The literature provides 
limited qualitative data about the lived experience of this population.  Additionally, there 




Thus, this capstone project focused on addressing these gaps by conducting a quality 
improvement project on the impact of the MGH OTPN for patients and their caregivers.  
This project was guided by a phenomenological framework in order to understand the 
lived experience of people with ASD/ IDD who received services from the MGH OTPN.  
A phenomenological framework provides a rigorous descriptive approach to study the 
phenomena of human experience (Giorgi, 1997).  Semi-structured interviews were 
conducted in order to understand the experiences of patients and caregivers when 
accessing and participating in healthcare with and without an OTPN.  By understanding 
the patient and caregivers’ perspectives with care received, we can better understand the 
approaches they value and improve access to and participation in healthcare at MGH for 
people with ASD/ IDD when accessing healthcare services. 
Roles of Project Personnel: 
Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders (OTPN): Karen 
Turner, MS, OTR/L has 11 years of experience as an occupational therapist, and four 
years of experience developing and serving in her current role as the Occupational 
Therapy Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disorders at Massachusetts 
General Hospital.  She used purposeful sampling of previous clients to identify and 
contact participants for this quality improvement project.  After receiving verbal consent 
from participants to be contacted, she provided the primary investigator (PI) with 
participants’ contact information.  
Primary investigator (student): The primary investigator was Gabrielle 




conducted, and analyzed the interviews with participants, as well as created the materials 
for dissemination of findings. 
Primary investigator (faculty mentor): As the faculty mentor, Ellen Cohn, 
supported the student PI throughout the capstone project.  She mentored and provided 
feedback about the project design, project implementation, and data analysis.  Ellen Cohn 
also assisted to improve credibility of findings by reviewing data analysis conducted by 
the student PI.  
Interview participants: Interview participants included two caregivers and one 
patient, recruited via purposeful sampling by the OTPN.  The participants met the 
following criteria: 
Inclusion Criteria for Adults with ASD/IDD: 
1.  Diagnosis of ASD or IDD, as reported by caregiver 
2.  Received on-site services from the OTPN for Autism and 
Developmental Disorders at Massachusetts General Hospital 
3.  Received services within the last year 
4.  Currently 18 years of age or older 
5.  Able to communicate verbally in English 
Inclusion Criteria for Caregiver of Person with ASD/IDD: 
1.  Caregiver of a person with ASD/IDD who received on-site 
services from the OTPN for Autism and Developmental Disorders 




2.  Caregiver attended the medical visit(s) with the patient with 
ASD/IDD. 
3.  Currently 18 years of age or older 
4.  Able to communicate verbally in English 
Exclusion Criterion for Patients and Caregivers: 
1.  Unable to communicate verbally in English 
Project Procedures: 
Project approval: The project was approved, with exemption from full IRB 
review, by the Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board. The 
project qualified as “Quality Improvement” research according to the “Clinical Quality 
Improvement Checklist” by the Partners Human Research Committee. 
Recruitment and consent: Participants were recruited using purposive sampling 
by the OTPN for Autism and Developmental Disorders.  The OTPN identified and 
contacted caregivers of patients with ASD/ IDD that she has previously worked with to 
invite them to participate in a semi-structured interview with the PI.  Each person who 
agreed to be contacted regarding participation in an interview was emailed a consent 
script by the PI to review prior to the interview (see Appendix B for consent script).  The 
PI then collaborated with participants to schedule a virtual interview, and to discuss the 
logistics and purpose of the project.  On the date of the interview, prior to recording the 
interview audio, the PI reviewed the consent script with the participant.  The participant 




Confidentiality and privacy: The PI received participants' name and phone 
number from the OTPN for initial contact; however, all future reference to participants 
was with an assigned project ID number.  Participants identifiable information (name, 
phone number, and email address) were shared with PI from OTPN through DataMotion 
SecureMail server, which provides multiple layers of security when sending confidential 
information. Patient information was maintained on the student PI’s personal password 
protected computer.  
No signed consent form was obtained, only verbal consent was required, to 
eliminate the confidentiality risk of possessing a document with participants' names and 
signatures.  Interview audio recordings were completed through a Boston University 
HIPAA-secure Zoom.  These HIPAA-secure Zoom Meetings provide an online platform 
that supports HIPAA compliance to safeguard patient protected health information.  
Transcripts of audio were transcribed verbatim by the PI in a Word document located on 
a password protected computer.  Identifiable participant information was redacted from 
the written transcription.  Pseudonyms will be used in any dissemination of findings, 
unless otherwise requested by participants.  
Data collection: Semi-structured, audio-recorded interviews were completed with 
the three project participants, including two caregivers and one patient with autism.  
These interviews occurred remotely through a Boston University HIPAA-secure Zoom 
Meeting, in order to ensure confidentiality and privacy.  Interviews lasted between 30 - 
60 minutes and were scheduled based on participant preference for date and time.  




with and without an OTPN; the interview script was dependent on whether the participant 
was a caregiver or previous patient (see Appendix C for interview script). The interview 
questions were grounded in current literature and based on findings from descriptive 
literature on the experiences of people with ASD/ IDD in medical settings, described in 
Chapter 1.  Open-ended questions were asked to encourage participants to express their 
unique and individual perspectives. 
Data analysis: Analysis of collected data was rooted in the steps of a humanistic 
phenomenological method (Giorgi, 1997): 
1. Collecting verbal data – recorded interview of open-ended and broad questions to 
gain detailed descriptions of participants experience within the healthcare system 
2. Reading the data – read through all of the transcripts thoroughly to gain a global 
sense of the qualitative data, did not break data into themes at this point 
3. Breaking the data into parts – created “meaning units” to segregate descriptions 
into groups 
a. Data were first separated into four open codes: 
i. Healthcare experiences without OTPN intervention 
ii. Participants expressed barriers when accessing healthcare 
iii. Healthcare experiences with OTPN intervention 
iv. Participants expressed supports of what was valuable and helpful 
when accessing healthcare 
b. The four open codes were then analyzed to identify common themes 




4. Organizing and expressing data from a disciplinary perspective – used an OT lens 
to generate themes from the lay language of participants 
a. Conceptualized the analyzed data using an occupational therapy lens by 
using the Person-Environment-Occupation (PEO) Model of Occupational 
Performance to understand the patient-valued interventions provided by 
the OTPN 
b. Organized data based on the elements of the OTPN role  
5. Synthesizing the data for communication – created material for the OTPN to 
disseminate findings of the participants’ perspective on the impact of patient 
navigation services 
Furthermore, the analyzed data were discussed with an expert in occupational 
therapy, the PI faculty mentor who is an occupational therapist with qualitative research 
expertise, to triangulate findings. Analysis of the interview data produced an 
understanding of what intervention aspects previous patients and caregivers found 
valuable in improving their hospital experience and access to healthcare services.  The 
benefit of this project is to contribute to the quality assurance of care provided by the 
OTPN. By understanding the caregiver/ client perspectives about intervention provided 
by the OTPN, future interventions can be enhanced, and/or maintained. The information 
obtained from this data analysis was also used to create dissemination materials for the 
OTPN to share with her funders, MGH, and other healthcare personnel.  The findings 
from this project may strengthen occupational therapy’s emerging role in patient 




people with ASD/IDD.  
 OT Perspective: Once data analysis of patient and caregiver perspectives was 
complete, the student PI conducted an interview with the OTPN.  This interview focused 
on understanding how the OTPN’s occupational therapy perspective informed her 
reasoning regarding interventions valued by patients and caregivers. The themes that 
were developed from the analysis of interview data were described to the OTPN, 
followed by open-ended questions about her OT perspective including:  
1. Describe how your OT perspective guided your reasoning.  
2. What information did you collect to inform your intervention?  
3. What did you analyze to guide your intervention?  
4. What specific OT theories guided your clinical reasoning?  
Collection and analysis of this data was conducted in order to understand the distinct role 
of occupational therapy in a patient navigation position.   
Challenges of Project Implementation: 
  One challenge for implementing this project was obtaining IRB approval or 
exempt status within the time constraints of the planned project dates.  Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, this doctoral capstone was conducted remotely, resulting in 
changes to the original proposed project.  Given that the focus of this project was not 
originally designed to be a QI project, an IRB proposal had not been submitted in 
advance.  The time spent waiting for IRB approval or exempt status from both Boston 




 Another challenge during implementation of this project was finding previous 
MGH patients/ families to participate in the interviews while respecting the burden of the 
COVID 19 pandemic on families with disabilities.  Families with an individual with 
ASD/IDD were experiencing hardship related to having a child with disabilities during a 
time of such uncertainty.  For example, one potential interview candidate was living in a 
group home that had been impacted by the coronavirus.  As a team, we chose to minimize 
an additional burden of research participation to families in situations like this. In order to 
be respectful of the stress and emotional toll of experiencing an unexpected pandemic, 
the OTPN thoughtfully contacted participants who would be most appropriate within the 





CHAPTER FOUR:  FINDINGS AND EVALUATION 
Findings  
Three people who received services from the MGH OTPN within the last year 
participated in the semi-structured interviews.  Pseudonyms are used to protect 
participant privacy and confidentiality.  Interview participants included:  
1. John: Former patient; adult male with ASD  
2. Michelle: Caregiver of former patient; mother of adult male with ASD (John’s 
mother)  
3. Arman: Caregiver of former patient; father of adult male with ASD  
John and Michelle have been utilizing healthcare services from MGH for the duration of 
John’s life, but were introduced to the OTPN in the last few years.  In contrast, Arman 
brought his son to MGH for a one-time dental procedure in which the OTPN was utilized.   
Themes of Healthcare Experiences without OTPN  
 The following themes were derived from an analysis of participant responses 
about experiences in healthcare prior to collaborating with an OTPN.   
Lack of coordination of healthcare.  The absence of coordinated healthcare 
encompassed barriers of sharing information across providers, including caregiver 
difficulty obtaining medical documents requested by a provider.  Both caregivers and the 
patient mentioned the challenge of going into healthcare situations without having a plan, 
or preparation in advance.  For example, John described a time that he was “freaked out” 
before a medical procedure due to the fact that his medical providers did not have a plan 




working with the OTPN was separate and frustrating.   
Nobody believes in integrated medicine in the United States.  You know, even 
though they say that they do and care follows the patient.  It doesn’t.  They 
separate everything out so that it is us that has to patch it all together as parents 
and that’s been my experience with John. It makes me furious that it is still 
happening, but you have to like piece it together and try to figure it out. 
This fragmented care is a major barrier to accessing and participating in 
healthcare because it places the burden of coordinating everything onto the 
caregiver or patient.   
Caregiver/ patient required to advocate for self. Without an OTPN, 
participants expressed having to self-advocate for accommodations.  For example, John 
explained that before working with the OTPN, hospital staff did not help him before his 
hospital visits to MGH and that he and his mother “just kind of had to advocate as [they] 
went.”  Michelle related her advocacy effort to “hoop jumping” because she once had to 
spend five days talking to multiple people about the support required for her son during 
one medical procedure.  Arman reported that some hospitals did not have staff with the 
expertise to enact the support that he was advocating for.  These experiences of having to 
self-advocate without the assistance of an OTPN were described as frustrating by 
participants, making the task of receiving accommodations in healthcare cumbersome.   
Absence of client-centered care.  Participants felt that the care they received in 
prior healthcare visits were not personalized to the specific needs of the patient.  Michelle 




related to the person or the patient or what this patient really needs so that they can get 
the help they need” and that healthcare providers “weren’t looking at the [the patient as a 
] whole person.”  For Arman, even though long visits and waits were identified as a 
major barrier for his son, one hospital kept them for nine hours to perform blood and 
urine tests.  He felt that this hospital did not have the expertise to meet his son’s specific 
needs of reducing waiting time, resulting in a long and frustrating experience.  By not 
taking a patient's unique client factors into account, both patients experienced 
unnecessary challenges.  
Insufficient provider knowledge and/or skills to provide intervention or 
communicate with people with ASD/IDD.   Negative patient-provider communication 
was expressed by all participants.  Michelle felt that physicians do not always understand 
that “their directive might not be interpreted [by patients with ASD] the way that they 
intend it to be” and that before collaborating the OTPN she was often required to be the 
“go-between” to help the doctor access what they needed from John.  John described 
healthcare staff that “aren’t nice” and that “really need to get on board with the autism 
part” of interaction, which led to feelings of stress.   
Additionally, without the assistance of an OTPN, use of sedation and/or restraints 
to manage patients was a common among the participants interviewed.  For example, 
without access to an OTPN to prepare alternative options for medical procedures, a recent 
visit to the hospital required Arman’s son to be sedated and held down by multiple people 




Barriers within the hospital environment/ sensory stimuli. The following 
examples were shared across participants as barriers in their healthcare experiences prior 
to working with the OTPN:  
1. Crowded waiting rooms: Arman identified the importance of having a private 
space for him and his son to wait, in order to make the appointment go smoother.  
John also expressed that waiting rooms can be “too much with all the people and 
it can be aggravating”, especially when he had to wait near 50 - 60 people.  Not 
having a quiet, private space to wait caused stress and frustration for both the 
patient with ASD and caregivers.   
2. Long wait times: Arman identified waiting as the number one concern when 
bringing his son to the hospital, “if it is going to be a long wait, we may have a 
problem.”  He elaborated that his son gets upset when having to wait and typically 
wants to leave within 5 - 10 minutes.  Similarly, John described that sometimes he 
“waits to be transported for an hour and that really aggravates and stresses” him 
out.   
3. Disturbing smells, feels, and noises: John described that “the smell of the OR and 
the feel of it freaked [him] out.”  Loud noises in healthcare environments were 
also identified as a barrier to care.  John explained that the loud rooms in hospitals 
and dialysis clinics “drive him nuts.”   
Patients and caregivers experience negative, upsetting emotional reactions.   
Fear was a predominant emotion expressed by all three participants.  Arman described 




to proceed with medical procedures.  John also described fear in prior healthcare visits, 
sharing that he was “terrified” and that his anxiety spiked when he did not receive a 
private room accommodation in the hospital.  Although participants described a variety 
of unique medical procedures, the sentiment of fear permeated all of their previous 
healthcare experiences.  
Patients with ASD experience difficulty tolerating medical procedures.  
Michelle shared that during an inpatient visit at MGH John was unable to tolerate a NG 
tube insertion until the OTPN intervened to support him through the procedure.  When 
anticipating future non-MGH healthcare visits, Arman feels that some healthcare 
procedures are just impossible for his son.  
If I go to a dentist, if I go to another even primary doctor that knows [my son] for 
many years, to get a vaccine or things like that sometime, it is impossible to do it. 
He is so big. 
Without the support of an OTPN, caregivers anticipate and patients experience difficulty 
with tolerating various invasive medical procedures.   
Themes of Healthcare Experiences with OTPN 
In the interviews, participants shared their experiences working with the OTPN 
while accessing and participating in their healthcare at MGH.  Through analysis of this 
interview data, themes were developed regarding patient and caregiver perspectives of 
the interventions provided by the OTPN, and their perceived value.  Patient-centered 
anticipatory planning, advocacy, and coordination of care was the overarching approach 




interventions are provided by the OTPN at the client/ caregiver level, provider-level, and 
system-level. 
 
Figure 2. Model of Patient and Caregiver Perspectives on OTPN Interventions   
 
Patient Accommodations Care Plan.  In order to provide personal 
accommodations catered to unique patient needs, the MGH OTPN collaborates with 
families and patients to create a Patient Accommodations Care Plan that is embedded in 
the patient's medical record (EMR) and outlines how providers should best interact and 
care for the patient with ASD/ IDD.  The Care Plan outlines safety concerns, pain 
expression, medical setting needs, communication needs, behavior needs, calming 
strategies, and other special needs. At the provider-level, the Care Plan educates 
healthcare providers about the specific needs of the patient and how to change 




also functions at the system-level as it is embedded into in the medical record system 
enabling providers to make environmental modifications in the hospital.   
 Throughout the interviews, the Care Plan emerged as a highly valued aspect of 
care received from the OTPN.  Michelle stated that the “care plan literally changed [their] 
lives.”  
You put in his medical record number and up pops this little comic strip 
bubble and it's got all this information all about John.  And some really key 
things, like you know, visually how does John display stress.  What are some 
things that might help John feel calmer? Just some key information that helps the 
treater access John, but in addition to that, some vital key information that 
prevents us from having to like repeat the whole road and pony show every time 
giving [different providers] all that same details.   
The Care Plan influenced new, individualized accommodations for all three participants.  
For example, the Care Plan prompted providers to allow Michelle to be in the OR with 
John in order to be the last face he saw before going under for surgery, and the first 
person he saw when he woke up.  John views the Care Plan as being “helpful and 
detailed” and stated that since last June when his Care Plan was updated, he has not had 
any bad experiences at MGH.  He explained that the Care Plan educates MGH staff on 
accommodations, like quiet waiting areas and how to interact with him.  Arman valued 




As you say “prepare for the worst, wish for the best.”  We got “prepare for the 
worst and everything came out the best” and we didn’t have to do much so it was 
very good. 
By taking into consideration the patients’ individual needs, and creating a 
document in their EMR outlining accommodation recommendations, the OTPN 
was able to make healthcare visits more accessible for patients with ASD and 
their caregivers.   
Direct patient/ caregiver interventions.  Another theme included how the 
OTPN explains the process of procedures to the patient and family in order to increase 
the patient's tolerance with medical procedures.  For example, John had traumatic 
memories involving invasive procedures, but in one instance needed a nasogastric tube 
inserted. The OTPN was able to break down the procedure of inserting a nasogastric tube 
and talk John through the procedure, supporting him to tolerate the vital procedure.  
Another example of direct care provided by the OTPN includes providing an overview of 
the procedures and the setting in which the procedures will occur prior to the visit to 
prepare the patient for admission.  When John gets nervous about experiencing a new 
part of the hospital, the OTPN will take pictures of the environment that he can view 
before his visit to ease his anxiety and prepare him for what to expect.  
According to the participants', the OTPN also provides emotional support to 
patients during procedures.  John explained that even having the OTPN visit the waiting 
room while he was there helped him feel supported in the hospital.  According to 




communicate more effectively about his healthcare needs. 
[The OTPN] spent a lot of time with [my son] in the procedural area and surgical 
support area… I listened to my adult son talk to her in a way that I have never 
heard him self-express.  
The emotional support provided by the OTPN also helped to ease the patient’s 
caregiver’s anxiety, as shared by Michelle:  
I see it from, as your mom like that feeling of the unknown, not knowing what 
you’re going into for you is huge and [the OTPN] takes that down , so you’re still 
nervous but you have so many things that she has taken off the worry list, you 
know? 
The direct patient interactions provided by the OTPN helped increase the 
satisfaction and participation in healthcare for both patients and caregivers.   
Provider-level intervention.  In addition to working directly with the patients, 
the OTPN advocated and educated providers on individualized patient accommodations 
to support patient needs. Both caregivers described experiences in which the OTPN 
advocated to the healthcare team on their behalf, resulting in a more positive hospital 
visit. Michelle described: 
 When he gets a procedure scheduled, [the OTPN] goes so far as to go and 
connect with the nurse, the anesthesia nurse, the person that might be in charge of 
the OR set up that day, somebody in anesthesia, to say “John’s coming in and this 





In another example, the OTPN advocated to MGH staff for an alternative process to draw 
blood from Arman’s son, given his negative past medical experiences.  By advocating for 
an alternative process prior to the visit, the healthcare providers knew that drawing blood 
would be a challenge and prepared to use an ultrasound to find his vein.  This 
accommodation “made a big difference” according to Arman, as it only took 5 minutes to 
draw his son's blood compared to the two hours it previously took at their local hospital.   
In addition to educating providers about the patients, the OTPN provided 
education about the caregivers as well. Michelle explains: 
[The OTPN] talked to everybody so that … they welcomed me in and were 
willing to like, they already knew what needed to be done in terms of how to 
interact with me and with John and that was just so incredibly helpful.  
Educating providers and advocating on the behalf of the patients to providers 
were highly appreciated OTPN interventions that participants felt improved their 
healthcare interactions with providers.   
System-level intervention.  The following themes describe supports in the 
hospital environment that were collectively valued by the patient and caregivers.   
Collaborated with MGH personnel to adapt typical hospital processes.  The 
OTPN is able to advocate for alternative scheduling options to reduce patients’ wait time.  
Arman expressed that he valued how the OTPN was able to expedite the timing of the 
visit after he communicated that his number one concern was the challenge his son 
experiences when forced to wait.  For John having a late surgery and not being able to 




OTPN was able to coordinate earlier surgery times which was “helpful” and made the 
wait “a lot easier.” 
Coordinated security escort: In addition to the healthcare providers, the OTPN 
collaborated with other hospital personnel, such as security personnel, to ensure smooth 
transitions for patients and caregivers. Arman reported that, “the guards from the hospital 
were included in case if he needed to physically hold him at any point… which was not 
really needed but was good to have that kind of support.” Similarly, Michelle described 
how the OTPN “was all set to have a security guard to bring John in a side door and 
escort him up to interventional radiology” so that he could bypass the busy and loud areas 
of the hospital.  By facilitating assistance from security, the OTPN was able to help the 
patients with ASD avoid various sensory barriers, like the loud and crowded areas of the 
hospital.   
Arranged for quiet, private waiting areas: Michelle and John shared that with the 
help of the OTPN and the Care Plan, they are able to wait in separate or private areas 
when visiting the hospital, which reduced John’s stress caused by crowded waiting 
rooms.  Even when a private room was not available, the OTPN was able to create a 
calming space for John in the pre-op waiting area; “they had a chair and a curtain so I had 
some privacy, we have done that three times and that was pretty helpful.”  From the 
caregiver perspective, the OTPN adaptations had a direct impact on their child's ability to 
tolerate a medical procedure.  Arman elaborates: 
 [The environment] was tailored to his needs - a private waiting room, feeling he 




chair.  That helped him feel at home and comfortable, and then made it easier for 
the procedure.  
OT Perspective.  An interview with the OTPN revealed the distinct OT 
perspective that informed the interventions that the patient and caregivers valued.  
Interventions were guided by the Person-Environment-Occupation (PEO) model, which 
provides the OTPN with a framework to inform her reasoning about factors to consider 
when designing interventions to help patients overcome barriers and have a positive 
healthcare experience (Law et al., 1996). The PEO model conceptualizes occupational 
performance as the congruence between the interaction of a person, their environment, 
and occupations; the greater congruence in the PEO, the greater fit of occupational 
performance (Strong et al., 1999).  The “person” is defined as “a unique being” with a set 
of attributes and life experiences that impact occupational performance (Law et al., 1996, 
p. 15). The “environment” encompasses cultural, institutional, socio-economic, physical 
and social factors affecting occupational performance, and “occupations” are functional 
tasks that people engage in to fulfill a purpose over their lifespan (Law et al., 1996; 
Strong et al., 1999).  The PEO model assumes that the quality of one’s experience, or 
occupational performance, is the result of the overlap and fit between the person, 
environment and occupation, and that these factors are dynamic and change across the 
lifespan (Law et al., 1996). Therefore, this model gives therapists the tools to 
systematically analyze the factors impacting a person’s occupational performance in 
order to intervene in context and increase occupational performance (Strong et al., 1999). 




health and well-being.  The OTPN “understands the occupation of being a patient” and 
believes that “taking care of one’s health, body and mind is a core occupation.”   
According to the OTPN, the occupation of being a patient encompasses “participating in 
all of the demands and activities related to taking care of one’s health, including being 
able to successfully complete medical tests (i.e. XRAY, blood draw), interacting with 
healthcare providers and staff, and advocating for what you need as a patient to be 
healthy (i.e. accommodations, specific ways of communication).” 
When addressing the “person” domain in PEO, the OTPN considers the needs of 
the patient and the healthcare providers’ who will be interacting with that patient.  When 
considering the needs of a person, the OTPN interviews the patient and/or caregiver to 
collect information about their “sensory needs (from a sensitivity or seeking standpoint), 
communication needs (how they express themselves and understand others), and coping 
needs (what triggers them to feel distressed, how they respond to stress, and what helps 
them calm down).” When interacting with both patients and providers, the OTPN utilizes 
her therapeutic use of self and communication skills to understand individual client 
factors and their medical goals in order to create patient-centered accommodations. 
Therapeutic use of self is a process that fosters OT’s to develop a collaborative, 
therapeutic relationship with clients by using their unique personality, perspectives, 
clinical reasoning and experiences (AOTA, 2014).  The competency of using therapeutic 
use of self and interpersonal communication skills enhances OT’s ability to establish a 
collaborative relationship that gives clients more control in the intervention (AOTA, 




patient communicates, and analyzing their responses” to her to adjust how she interacts 
with them (i.e. speaking in a calmer manner if the patient displays signs of agitation) and 
to understand the patients’ needs and preferences to tolerate medical procedures in the 
context of the hospital environment. The OTPN discovers a patient’s preferred method 
for communication by contacting the patient and/or caregiver prior to the visit and asking 
a serious of questions, from the Care Plan, about how the patient communicates (i.e. 
“how does the patient express themselves?”).   
The OTPN shared an example of utilizing her therapeutic use of self; the OTPN 
was asked by the medical team to meet with a young woman with Asperger Syndrome in 
an inpatient unit.  The OTPN spoke with the patient to learn about the challenges she 
experiences while in the hospital.  The patient expressed her anxiety about the noise of 
the machines, how loud her room was, and that she felt overwhelmed when attending 
rounds with multiple providers asking her questions.  While the patient shared these 
barriers, the OTPN used her therapeutic use of self to “relate to what the patient was 
saying and validate her experiences based on [the OTPN’s] knowledge of sensory 
preferences.”  By expressing what she had difficulty with, the patient was able to gain 
control of her hospital experience by defining the areas of her healthcare visit that she 
wished to improve.  In this example, the OTPN was able to establish a collaborative 
relationship with this patient by validating her experiences, listening, and learning about 
the patients challenges so that the patient could “feel like she is accessing healthcare in a 
more effective way.”   




help healthcare staff increase their confidence and competence in caring for this 
population.  A MGH staff survey of 30 nurses and 2 administrative staff conducted by the 
OTPN in 2019 showed that 50% of the survey participants described caring for a patient 
with a developmental disorder as moderately difficult compared to their typical patient 
population (Turner, 2019).  Additionally, a 2017 survey of 1,009 nurses revealed that 
66% of the nurses felt “somewhat or not prepared” to care for a patient with autism 
(Turner, 2019).  The OTPN’s goal is to support providers to “build their skill level, 
comfort and competency” in order to encourage patient accommodations that are feasible 
for and supportive to the healthcare team as well.  The OTPN explains that she does not 
just go to providers and say “do this.”  Rather, her aim is to “help make providers jobs 
feel easier and help them feel supported to facilitate collaboration” for accommodations.  
She analyzes “what the providers need to know [about the patient] to make their job 
easier.”   By collaborating with and educating the provider, the OTPN “helps them feel 
more confident and comfortable and efficient” when working with a patient with 
ASD/IDD.  The OTPN educates providers by developing and inserting a Patient 
Accommodation Care Plan into the Electronic Medical Record, which details patient-
centered accommodations.  Prior to a patient’s procedure, the OTPN will also discuss, via 
phone, email or in-person, the patient’s accommodation needs with the provider in order 
to increase the provider’s knowledge and comfort when treating that patient.  The OTPN 
addresses the healthcare providers, in addition to the patient and family, because she is 
always analyzing the intersection of the patient, provider, and system.  For example, 




of the swallow assessment to learn about each step of the assessment process and what 
the provider needed in order to accomplish the swallowing test.  Once the OTPN 
understood the provider’s needs, she called the family to explain each step of the process 
and learn their perspective of their child’s ability to tolerate the barium swallow steps.  
Based upon the OTPN’s knowledge of the test demands and the parent’s responses, she 
understood that the patient would not be able to lay flat on a table that moves from 
horizontal to vertical while swallowing.  Therefore, the OTPN and providers collaborated 
to adapt the procedure to make it more accessible for the patient.  They were able to 
support the patient to stand for the entire procedure and gave the patient chocolate 
flavored barium (the patient’s favorite flavor) to make the exam tolerable.  By 
collaborating with the provider and family, the OTPN was able to facilitate the imaging 
required to support the patient’s health.   
When addressing the “environment” and “occupation” domains of PEO, the 
OTPN uses activity analysis to assess the complex demands of medical procedures.  She 
considers the patient perspective (what the patient has to do or tolerate during the medical 
procedure) and the provider perspective (what the provider has to do and what they need 
the patient to do in order to safely complete the medical procedure).  She also considers 
the hospital environment and how the features and stimuli in the environment intersect 
with clients' unique needs. She considers all these factors and how they influence the 
entire experience and affect each person involved (patient and providers), in order to 
recommend interventions that optimize the patient’s health care experience and enable 




activity analysis, interviewing, and observing providers she “understands all the steps that 
the patient will need to go through from the point that they arrive at [MGH] to the point 
they discharge and all the little pieces that may come up.”  Based upon the culmination of 
her experiences working with and learning from patients with ASD/IDD, the OTPN 
understands the need for this population to have certain environmental accommodations, 
like quiet, private waiting spaces.  For example, she used this knowledge to collaborate 
with multidisciplinary teams throughout the hospital to standardize environmental 
accommodations across departments for patients with ASD/IDD.  The OTPN shared that 
after working with and educating various departments about universally helpful 
adaptations, they now automatically provide certain accommodations for patients with 
ASD/IDD.  For example, when people with ASD arrive to the emergency department 
(ED), the providers work to get the patient a quieter room with a door versus the typical 
open bay an ED patient would be treated in.  Similarly, when the outpatient GI office 
recognizes a patient with a cognitive disability, they immediately work to minimize the 
patient’s wait time based on recommendations from the OTPN.   
The OTPN intervenes to support a client's participation in the medical procedure 
by understanding the patient’s personal factors in order to modify the environment and 
activity demands, and prevent the occurrence barriers within the medical setting.  For 
example, she states that when working with a patient with ASD/IDD, she seeks to 
“understand the factors about the person” in conjunction with “knowing the expectations 
of what need to be done for them [in the hospital], and then figuring out the right fit” to 




producing a positive healthcare outcome for the patient — it might mean the test was 
accomplished and now the patient can get the right medication they need.”  The OTPN 
uses her OT knowledge not only to analyze all the components of the person, 
environment, and occupation, but to intervene where these components intersect to create 
an intervention that will enhance patients’ ability to engage in medical procedures.  By 
understanding how these factors interact with and impact each other, the OTPN uses her 
OT lens to improve the healthcare experience for the patient, caregivers, and providers 
using creative and patient-centered solutions at all levels of healthcare.   
Evaluation Plan 
 The Logic Model created for this project (see Appendix D), visually displays the 
intended inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes of this capstone project.  Qualitative 
rigor of this project was ensured by assessing how concepts such as trustworthiness, 
creditability, transferability, and confirmability were applied to this capstone.  Lincoln 
and Guba (1986) proposed criteria for assessing the rigor of qualitative research.  This 
criterion was elaborated on by Cypress (2017) and Letts et al. (2007).  Based on this 
literature, the Evaluation Checklist for Descriptive Qualitative Report (Appendix E) was 
used to critically review the methodology and findings of this capstone project. 
 The Evaluation Checklist for Descriptive Qualitative Report was designed to 
assess the rigor of the project.  By evaluating the rigor of the project, confidence in the 
findings increase for the dissemination products that are based on that content. The 
checklist was used to conduct a self-assessment of the project.  Due to time constraints of 




to the small sample size and limited participant description (demographic data not 
thoroughly disclosed due to quality improvement structure of project), the findings may 
not be transferable to other patients and settings.   
To address the rigor of the project, the sampling process, data collection, and data 
analysis were clearly described and appropriate for the purpose of the project.  The 
transparent outline and explanation of procedures improved the dependability of findings.  
Auditability in data analysis was addressed by providing direct participant quotes as 
rationale for developing themes in the data, as well as explicitly outlining how the data 
was analyzed.  Credibility and confirmability of findings was enhanced by debriefing 
results with an expert in the field of OT and qualitative research, the faculty PI.  Taking a 
team approach to research helped to broaden the interpretation of findings.   Lastly, 
collaborating with the OTPN, an expert in her field, about the OT perspective informing 
the interventions discussed by participants strengthened this report's ability to contribute 
to OT knowledge and practice.  Understanding what guides her reasoning when 
designing OTPN interventions enhanced the findings to support OT’s unique and vital 




CHAPTER FIVE: DISSEMINATION PLAN 
The findings of this quality improvement project demonstrate the perceived value 
of an occupational therapy patient navigator on the medical experiences for patients with 
ASD/IDD and their families.  The information derived from the project is useful for 
numerous audiences including the OTPN grant funders, MGH personnel, OT 
practitioners, and future patients and their family. 
Audiences for Findings  
Grant funders: The OTPN position is funded by the Ruderman Family 
Foundation, a non-profit with the belief that inclusion and understanding of all people is 
essential to a fair and flourishing community (Ruderman Family Foundation, 2020).  The 
findings of this quality improvement project emphasize the value of the OTPN position at 
MGH and provides evidence that is congruent with the Ruderman Foundation’s mission 
of “inclusion of all people”.  The evidence generated in this project describes patient and 
parents’ perspectives regarding access to medical care.  Prior to this project, patient and 
caregiver perspectives were collected anecdotally from conversations and emails.  This 
project systematically collected and analyzed data that supports the value of the OTPN 
role from the perspective of patients and caregivers, enhancing the understanding of the 
impact of the OTPN role for patients and their parents. Consequently, funders may then 
better understand the impact of their financial support. The Ruderman Family Foundation 
also places emphasis on dissemination of the work that they fund.  One of the 
foundation’s goals for the OTPN position is to distribute information about the impact of 




MGH leadership:  The OTPN position is funded by the Ruderman Family 
Foundation for three years, with one year of funding remaining for this role.  The 
foundation’s expectation is that after three years of funding the MGH Healthcare 
Inclusion Program for Developmental Disorders (HIP), MGH will recognize the 
importance of the OTPN role, and therefore support the OTPN through hospital funds.  In 
order to garner funding support from MGH leadership, the impact of the OTPN on 
patient care must be documented with rigorous and systematic data.  In order to build the 
argument for funding the OTPN position, once the Ruderman Family Foundation funding 
ends, the qualitative findings from this project may be used to supplement quantitative 
data (i.e. rates of reduction in patient length of stay).  
OT practitioners: The role of occupational therapy in patient navigation is novel 
and emerging; the MGH OTPN is not aware of any other occupational therapists in a 
similar role.  Dissemination of the findings of this project may enhance awareness of the 
distinct contributions OT’s can have in improving the healthcare experience for patients 
with ASD/IDD.  The interviews provide specific examples that show the feasibility of 
providing OT interventions in a patient navigation role.  These findings can raise 
awareness for this emerging role of OT, and inspire practitioners to pursue or advocate 
for similar roles in their local communities.   
MGH personnel: Other professionals that work with patients with ASD/IDD 
within MGH may also find value from the findings of this report.  The OTPN works 
across departments at MGH to educate healthcare providers and hospital staff on her role 




ASD/IDD.  To support her position, these findings can be presented along with her 
educational material in order to show the impact of her work.  Sharing this with MGH 
personnel provides them with valuable insight on the patient and caregiver perspectives 
that can support their practice and encourage future collaboration with the OTPN.   
 Future patients and families:  The findings can also be useful for patients and 
families who have never worked with a patient navigator.  By learning about the 
interventions valued by a former patient and two parents, future recipients of care can 
understand the role that the OTPN will play in their healthcare experience.  The 
perspectives of former OTPN clients will present future patients with examples of 
positive outcomes associated with collaborating with the OTPN.       
Mechanisms for Dissemination 
To address these audiences, multiple approaches for dissemination of the findings 
have been conducted.   
1. Publication: This capstone report will be published through the Boston 
University library and available digitally in the BU ProQuest database.  By 
publishing this report, the findings of the QI project will be publicly available, 
expanding the available knowledge of the role of OT in patient navigation.  This 
publication will provide descriptive evidence of patient and caregiver experiences 
of receiving care from an OTPN to the existing body of literature, which currently 
consists of predominantly quantitative evidence.  Through this report, readers will 
have access to a description of the lived experiences of patients and caregivers 




caregivers.   
2. PowerPoint: An informational PowerPoint outlining the project and findings was 
created for use by the OTPN.  This presentation included participant quotes and 
examples for each theme in the data.  The PowerPoint can be used as a whole, or 
specific slides can be extracted as needed by the OTPN.  The OTPN has plans to 
present slides from this PowerPoint to the funders at the Ruderman Foundation to 
disseminate the value of the OTPN role regarding the healthcare experiences of 
patients and caregivers. The slides can also be used by the OTPN in educational 
presentations to MGH personnel and leadership.   
3. Informational handout: A 1-page summary (Appendix F) was created to share 
the findings in condensed form for the OTPN to disseminate to audiences 
interested in the impact of her work.  This informational handout was created to 
support the OTPN to quickly and efficiently share information about the impact of 
the OTPN role with relevant stakeholders. For example, it can be shared with 
future patients and families to outline the benefits of collaborating with the OTPN 
and provide examples of patient-centered interventions that may be implemented 
to improve their care.  Along with the PowerPoint, the OTPN will share this 
handout with funders to reinforce the value of her position to the patients and 
caregivers who received her support.   
4. MAOT presentations: A proposal for presentation at the Massachusetts 
Association for Occupational Therapy (MAOT) Fall 2020 Conference was 




student.  If accepted, this presentation will occur virtually due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Presenting at the MAOT conference will reach a wide range of OT 
practitioners in Massachusetts.  The presentation is titled “Supporting 
Participation in Healthcare: The Innovative Role of an Occupational Therapist 
Patient Navigator for Patients with Autism and Intellectual/ Developmental 
Disorders”.  The goal for this presentation is for participants to be able to: 
a. Understand the role and value that OTPN’s can provide for individuals 
with ASD/IDD, their families, providers and healthcare systems  
b. Understand accommodations and tools effective for improving the patient-
provider-system level “fit” of healthcare encounters 
c. Understand patient and family perception of the value of the OTPN for 
access to and participation in healthcare 
The third objective (c) is based on the findings of this QI project.  By sharing the 
findings from this capstone report at the MAOT Conference, more occupational 
therapy practitioners may become aware of the emerging role of OT in patient 
navigation, and begin to appreciate the perspective of lived experiences of 
patients with ASD/IDD and their caregivers.  A presentation at MAOT will also 
addresses the Ruderman Family Foundation’s goal of disseminating information 




CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
This capstone project sought to understand the experiences of people with 
ASD/IDD and their caregivers when accessing and participating in healthcare, and their 
perception of interventions provided by an Occupational Therapy Patient Navigator.  A 
quality improvement project was conducted to understand the perceptions and 
experiences of one patient with ASD and two caregivers (parents) of people with ASD 
who had received support from the MGH OTPN.  Through the collection and analysis of 
interview data from participants, their lived experience in the healthcare setting is 
understood.  Participants detailed their experience of having access to an OTPN, 
expressing that they valued the patient-centered anticipatory planning, advocacy, and 
coordination of care that the OTPN facilitated.  The OTPN intervened at the direct 
patient-level, provider-level and system-level.  The participants felt that their healthcare 
experience was customized and addressed their unique needs and preferences.  They 
expressed experiencing reduced waiting times, quicker access to services, and increased 
understanding of medical processes due to expectations being clearly delineated.  
Additionally, the patient and caregivers felt that collaborating with the OTPN helped 
providers better understand their needs and reported a reduction in anxiety coupled with 
an increase in confidence and comfort when participating in medical procedures.  
Another important aspect of this project was the focus on the OTPN’s perspective on the 
distinct occupational therapy perspective that informed her reasoning regarding 
interventions valued by previous clients.  Based on a semi-structured interview with the 




OTPN with a framework to inform her reasoning about factors to consider when 
designing interventions to help patients overcome barriers and have a positive healthcare 
experience.  The occupational therapist analyzes the interactions among the person, 
environment and occupation to create tailored interventions that enhance patients’ ability 
to engage in medical procedures. 
This project builds upon the work of the OTPN’s previous occupational therapy 
doctoral (OTD) capstone student.  This student defined the emerging role of the OTPN 
and thoroughly explained the intersection between patient navigation and occupational 
therapy to optimize care for patients with ASD/IDD.  This current capstone project builds 
upon that work by incorporating the patient and caregiver perspective of the OTPN role.  
As recipients of care, it is imperative that the intervention they receive is meaningful and 
perceived as improving their healthcare experience.  Results from this project describes 
the impact of OTPN role for a patient and two parents and can be used to educate other 
OTs, healthcare providers, MGH leadership, the Ruderman Family Foundation, and 
future patients and families. In order to provide authentic patient-centered care, the 
patient's perspective and experience must be understood beyond quantitative measures 
and outcomes.  
Recommendations for Future   
 This quality improvement project was the first step in understanding the patient 
and caregiver experience with collaborating with an OTPN to improve their hospital 
experience.  It is recommended that the OTPN continue providing the interventions that 




confident that her interventions are positively impacting the patients while they receive 
healthcare at MGH.  
Due to the valuable perspectives and experiences provided by the participants, it 
is also recommended that future QI initiatives focus on collection of qualitative data 
about this population, such as further perspectives and experiences from patients, 
caregivers and providers.  The findings are limited by the small sample size due to the 
time constraints and resources of this project.  Also, the participants of this project only 
accessed care in the urban setting of MGH, limiting generalizability to other settings (i.e. 
rural or suburban areas).  Larger-scale studies focusing on the impact of an OTPN should 
be performed in order to better generalize findings to improve care for this population.  
Future research should collect data from participants of various settings and races, to 
represent diverse patient populations. With the knowledge that OTPN services were 
highly valued by the participants of this project, future initiatives can be implemented to 
a broader range of patient populations experiencing health disparities.  Future work can 
be done to expand OT’s emerging role in patient navigation, as this project illuminates 
the fit of the OT profession in increasing access and participation in healthcare.   
Occupational therapists should advocate to be in positions similar to the MGH OTPN, in 
order to improve care across hospital networks for populations that experience barriers 




APPENDIX A: Executive Summary 
Supporting Participation in Healthcare: Patient and Caregiver Perspectives of an 
Occupational Therapy Patient Navigator (OTPN) for People with ASD/IDD 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Author: Gabrielle Menendez, OT/s 
Academic Mentor: Ellen S. Cohn, ScD, OTR, FAOTA 
Site Mentor: Karen Turner, MS, OTR/L  
Project Goal: The goal of this project was to complete a quality improvement project to 
understand patient and caregiver perspectives on receiving healthcare with and without 
an OTPN.  This phenomenological project also aimed to understand how an OT 
perspective informs the OTPN interventions that were valued by previous clients.   
Background of Problem: Patients with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other 
intellectual or developmental disabilities (IDD) experience unmet healthcare needs and 
low patient satisfaction when accessing healthcare services. Current interventions 
designed to address this problem provide evidence-based strategies to improve the quality 
of care for patients with ASD.  Yet, a lack of descriptive evidence from the patient and 
caregiver perspective highlights the need to understand the first-hand experiences of 
people who have received interventions from an OTPN.  
Project Overview: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with one patient with 
autism and two caregivers of patients with autism (N=3) who received services from the 
MGH OTPN within the last 12 months.  The data was analyzed to understand the OTPN 




access to and participation in healthcare.  A follow-up interview was conducted to obtain 
the OTPN’s perspective on the occupational therapy lens that informed the interventions. 
Findings: Barriers to healthcare prior to receiving care from the OTPN included a lack of 
coordination of healthcare, absence of client-centered care, and having to self-advocate 
for support.  Insufficient provider knowledge and skills to provide intervention or 
communicate with people with ASD/IDD led to use of sedation/ restraints and 
unaddressed sensory and emotional needs.  Barriers within the hospital environment 
related to sensory stimuli (i.e. crowded waiting areas, long wait times) were reported to 
influence patients' healthcare experience.  The OTPN was able to implement 
accommodations and overcome barriers by supporting patients and caregivers at the 
patient, provider, and system-level.  Patient-valued OTPN interventions included the 
implementation of an individualized Patient Accommodation Care Plan, emotional 
support, advocating to and educating healthcare providers on patients' unique needs, and 
addressing barriers in the hospital environment (i.e. adapting typical hospital processes to 
reduce wait times, providing quiet waiting areas, etc.).  The OTPN utilized the Person-
Environment-Occupation (PEO) model to inform her clinical reasoning and analyze the 
person, environment and occupation intersection in order to create tailored interventions 
that enhance patients’ ability to engage in medical procedures. 
Recommendations: Understanding what is perceived as helpful by previous clients, the 
OTPN should continue to implement and build upon the valued interventions to support 
future patients with ASD/IDD.  Future qualitative research is needed to understand a 




APPENDIX B: Consent for Participation 
  
Purpose of project: 
This quality assurance project will assess caregiver and client perspectives on the impact 
of the Occupational Therapy Patient Navigator on their ability to access healthcare 
services, as well as their overall healthcare experience. 
  
The primary investigator:  
Gabrielle Menendez is an Occupational Therapy doctoral student at Boston University.  
This is a part of her doctoral capstone project, a requirement for her doctoral degree in 
Occupational Therapy.  
  
Procedures: 
Your participation will consist of an interview that is anticipated to last no longer than 1-
hour. You will be asked a series of questions related to your experience receiving care 
from the Patient Navigator for Autism and Developmental Disabilities and your 
responses will be audio recorded for analysis. There may be additional follow-up for 
clarification through email or phone call, unless you request otherwise. 
  
Participation is voluntary: 
Participation in this project is completely voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at 
any time.  You may notify the primary investigator at any time if you wish to stop the 
interview or pass on any question. There is no penalty for withdrawal.  If you choose to 
withdraw, all information you provided will be destroyed and not included in the final 
report. 
  
Benefits and risks of participation: 
The benefit of your participation is to contribute to the quality assurance of care provided 
by the Occupational Therapy Patient Navigator. This project poses little to no risks to 
interview participants.  
  
Confidentiality: 
Your privacy will be maintained through confidentiality of all data collected.  Audio will 
be recorded through a HIPAA secured website. Your name and identifying information 
will not be included in the final report.  Pseudonyms will be used in the final report, 
unless you request otherwise, and identifying information will be masked. 
  
You may obtain further information about your rights as a research subject by calling the 







Gabrielle Menendez, B.S., OTS 





Ellen S. Cohn, OTR, Sc.D., FAOTA 





APPENDIX C: Interview Questions 
  
For client: 
 *It is important to me that you understand what I am asking. Please tell me if a question 
is confusing, and I can say it in a different way. 
1. Tell me about yourself.  
a. What do you like to do?  
b. Tell me about a typical day for you.  
2. When you have to go to the doctor or need to have a medical procedure, what do 
you think about? 
3. I’m going to ask you questions about your experiences at MGH.  
a. Tell me about times that went well. 
b. Tell me about times when it was hard.  
4. What did MGH staff do to help you get ready for your visit? 
a. Who did you talk with? 
b. What did you talk about?  
c. How did you feel after talking with ___? 
5. MGH has a support person who works with people with autism.  
a. Tell me about what the OTPN does for you.  
b. Tell me about what she does well. 
c. Tell me about what else she could do to support you.  
6. What did staff and doctors at MGH do to help you during the visit? 
7. What could staff and doctors have done to make this visit at MGH better? 
8. If you told a friend about getting healthcare at MGH, what would you say? 
  
 For caregiver:  
1. Please tell me about your son. 
2. In thinking about your son’s primary healthcare needs, what are your main 
concerns? 
3. Please tell me about your experiences taking your son to the doctor in the past 
(not at MGH). 
4. Describe your experience with bringing your son to receive healthcare at MGH. 
5. MGH offers support for you as a caregiver of an individual autism. 
a. Tell me about your experience working with the MGH support person. 
b. Please tell me about a specific time when you received support from this 
person.  
6. Please describe specific things people at MGH did to support your son before 
their visit. 
a. Who did you talk with and what was the communication like?  
7. Please describe specific things people at MGH did to support your son during 
their visit.  





9.  What are things you wish the healthcare providers would have done to improve 
your experience? 
10. If you had to describe your experience going to MGH to another caregiver, what 
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- Research liaison  
- Recruit previous 
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- Patient/ caregivers 
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services from the 
Patient Navigator at 
MGH  
 
Literature review and 






- Determine relevant 
interview questions 
grounded in current 
research 
Data collection: 
- Obtain verbal 
consent for 
participation 







written report of 
results  
- PowerPoint slides 
for educational  
presentations  
- 1-page fact sheet 









- Perspectives of 
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Documents:  
- IRB consent or 
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for confidentiality   
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APPENDIX E: Evaluation Checklist for Descriptive Qualitative Report 
Criteria  Comments 
Sampling  
❏ Type and process of sampling thoroughly 
described 
❏ Sampled until redundancy reached 
❏ Ethics procedures in place (i.e. informed 
consent)  
 
Data Collection  
❏ Procedural rigor: clear and thorough 
description of all procedures for data 
collection  
❏ Clear and concise description of project 
participants  
❏ Researchers information disclosed (i.e. role, 
relationship with participants, assumptions, 
biases) 
❏ Data collection ensured researcher to collect 
participants subjective experience related to 
the research question 
 
Data Analysis 
Analytic Rigor  
❏ Data analysis methods clearly described and 
appropriate for project purpose (transparency)  
❏ Findings are consistent and representative of 
all data  
Auditability 
❏ Decision trail developed for data analysis 
❏ Rationale provided for developing themes 
 
Credibility 
❏ Findings represent an accurate picture of 
participants experience  
❏ Strategies employed to ensure credibility (i.e. 
member checking, triangulation, peer 






❏ Thick descriptions of participants, methods, 
and setting to allow for population comparison  
❏ Findings can be transferred to other situations 
 
Dependability 
❏ Consistency between data and findings 
❏ Clear explanation of project procedures  
 
Confirmability 
❏ Strategies employed to limit bias (i.e. peer 
review, team approach to research, audit trail)  
 
Conclusion  
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